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Abstract
A lightweight transport design reduces fuel costs and emissions and
can be achieved through the use of bre-reinforced composite materials.

Although lightweight, the composite raw material can be

expensive and the sequential component production challenging and
costly. To design weight- and cost-ecient composite structures and
nd ways to reduce production costs, technical cost modelling must be
applied. In this thesis, a technical cost model for composite manufacture, assembly and basic inspection is proposed and implemented to
identify cost drivers, evaluate trending design strategies and suggest
appropriate composite design guidelines for transport and aeronautical applications.
Among identied cost drivers, material costs dominates at 50-90 %
of the total part cost also for low annual volumes. Tooling costs are
second in importance for slow processes and large parts while the importance of investment and labour depends on degree of automation.
Part integration is shown to only marginally reduce cost. Traditional
composite assembly is in turn found to potentially reduce costs by
30 % through the elimination of non-value-adding processes such as
shimming and part positioning.

In comparison to part integration,

sandwich design exhibits superior cost- and weight-eciency for lowto-intermediate stiness levels.

Moreover, the industry impact of a

sustainable, circular recycling ow of composite materials is estimated
and shown to give up to halved raw material costs as well as cost returns also for virgin carbon bre users. Low-cost bres such as glass,
lignin-based carbon, hemp and recycled carbon bres are found to be
highly cost-competitive also for structural adaptions.
The technical cost model, method and results presented in this thesis
provide important composite design conclusions and a foundation for
further modelling work needed to reach that elusive weight- and costoptimal composite design.

I

Sammanfattning
En lätt yg- eller bildel minskar bränsle- och utsläppsmängd. Fiberförstärkta kompositer kan ge en mycket lätt design. Även om kompositer är lätta så är råmaterialen dyra och tillverkningen, vilken
ofta är en successiv lager-på-lager-process, utmanande och också den
dyr. För att utveckla kostnads- och viktseektiva kompositdelar samt
hitta metoder för att minska deras kostnader måste teknisk kostnadsmodellering användas.

I denna avhandling föreslås en teknisk

kostnadsmodell för tillverkning, montering och enkel oförstörande inspektion av berförstärkta material. Denna har sedan applicerats för
att hitta viktiga kostnader, utvärdera trendiga designstrategier samt
föreslå lämpliga riktlinjer för kompositdesign inom transportsektorn.
Material har visats dominera med kostnader på 50-90 % av total komponentkostnad även för lägre tillverkningsvolymer.

Vidare är verk-

tygskostnader viktiga för långsamma processer och större komponenter medan vikten av investering och arbetskostnad beror på automatiseringsgrad. Integrering av era delkomponenter till en har visats
reducera kostnad mindre än väntat. Kostnaden för traditionell kompositmontering av separata delar kan i sin tur minskas med minst 30
% om icke-värdegivande processer såsom shimning och positionering
kan elimineras. Vidare visar en analys av ett föreslaget cirkulärt materialöde, där ber återvinns och återbrukas, att råmaterialkostnader
kan halveras och ge kostnadsreduktioner genom hela materialkedjan
eftersom uttjänta komponenter representerar ett värde snarare än en
kostnad. Slutligen visas alternativa bermaterial såsom glas, kolber
från lignin, hampa samt återvunnen kolber ha hög ekonomisk och
mekanisk potential.
Utvecklad teknisk kostnadsmodell, metod och resultat har lett till viktiga designslutsatser för kompositer och utgör en grund för framtida
krävd modellutveckling för att nå en vikts-och kostnadsoptimal kompositdel.
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Nomenclature
nˆEi

Edge face normal [-]

n̂

Centre face normal [-]

ρ

Density [kg/m ]

θ

Angular deection [deg]

θf ace

Face bre bending angle [deg]

θIC

Internal face angle [deg]

θN F

Neighbour to face angle [deg]

AP

Projected area [m ]

Cθ

Angle complexity feature [%]

Cd

Curvature complexity feature [-]

Cr

Radius complexity feature [%]

Ckg

Material cost per kg [e/kg]

Cmaterial

Material cost [e]

CM i , CM

Face milling factor, average milling factor [-]

Ctooling

Tooling cost [e]

CAD

Computer aided design

d

Dedication degree [%]

E

Young's modulus [GPa]

n

Annual production volume [parts/year]
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P

Performance indice [ρ/E]

pw , pc

Penalty factors [-]

rk

Face curvature radius [m]

rscrap

Material scrap rate [%]

Tbase

Tooling base cost [e]

u

Deection [m]

w

Weight [kg]

w∗

Minimized weight [kg]

x

Geometrical size, such as width, length, height of stiener
[m]

x∗

Optimised geometrical size (with respect to minimized structure weight), such as width, length, height of stiener [m]

AFP

Automatic bre placement

ATL

Automatic tape layup

C

Complexity factor [-]

CFRP

Carbon bre reinforced plastic

FRP

Fibre reinforced polymer

HDF

Hot drape forming

HPRTM

High pressure resin transfer moulding

ML

Manual layup

NDT

Non-destructive testing

RTM

Resin transfer moulding
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1 Background
Transport applications generate almost a third of the European greenhouse gas emissions and is the second largest contributing industry
sector [1].

Out of this third, more than 85 % is produced by road

transport and aviation. If the long-term 60 % greenhouse gas emission reduction target [2] is to be met, emission levels need to reduce
by more than 2/3 by 2050. The issue of fuel consumption also has an
important cost aspect. To exemplify, about a fth of the operating
cost of a Boeing 737-500 and about a third of the mileage cost of an
average family car is fuel cost. In fact, for energy-consuming products like vehicles and aircrafts, at least 80 % of their individual total
lifetime energy is consumed as fuel during application use [3].

Manu. &
constr.
11%
Air
12%

Energy
industries
29%
Transport
25%

Road
73%

Households
14%

Industrial
8%

Other
emissions
2%

Agriculture
8%

Marine
14%
Misc.
1%

Waste
3%

Figure 1.1. Total greenhouse gas emissions sorted by economic sector
in EU 2009 [4].

One method to reduce fuel consumption, and thereby environmental
impact and fuel costs, is to decrease the structure weight of ying and
ground-based transport components [5, 6].

In vehicle and aviation
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Figure 1.2. The load-carrying capability, meaning stiness (E) and
strength, of a bre-reinforced composite is on a geometrical level dictated by bre length, directionality and nal
laminate stacking sequence.

adaptions, research reports that for each percent structure weight
reduction, a 0.6-0.8% fuel consumption reduction follows [7, 8].

In

addition, as one component or structure can be designed lighter, so
can surrounding supporting structures, creating what is often referred
to as a positive weight spiral [9], promising higher fuel consumption
reductions.
Composite materials such as bre- reinforced polymer materials (FRP)
are particularly suitable for components where low weight is desired
[10]. A bre-reinforced composite is a material combination of reinforcing, sti, bres such as carbon, glass or aramid and connective,
ductile, matrix. As the bres are the main load-bearers, their length
dictates load-carrying capacity as well as level of mechanical property
directionality, or anisotropy, as illustrated in Fig 1.2. The matrix and
successful bre impregnation, or matrix dispersion in between the
bres, facilitates load transfer in between bres and layers. Full composite structure reinforcing capacity is achieved through the stacking
of a sucient number of reinforcing bre layers, or lamina, according
to geometry and said loading scenario, see example bre stack, or
laminate, in Fig 1.2.

The bre reinforcements can be either dry or

previously impregnated by matrix, then commonly known as prepreg.
In theory, the reinforcing bres can be tailored in an innite number
of ways in any given loading scenario. In fact, recent developments
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Figure 1.3. A sandwich structure

in automatic bre placement techniques have begun to allow continuous steering of bre directions in-plane, generating ideal tow-steered
composites [11]. However, for practical manufacture, design purposes
and to comply with material certication requirements, industry refer
to standardized bre angles (0/90/

± 45).

Connective polymer matrix materials commonly used can be either
a thermoset or re-mouldable thermoplastic. However, thermoset materials, such as epoxy, with their low viscosity levels before cure and
high mechanical properties are often preferred in industrial structural
composite adaptions [12].
As further means to improve weight-eciency, bre-reinforced composite materials can be used in structural sandwich design. A structural sandwich is the adhesively bonded combination of two thin and
sti face sheets and a thick, ultralight but weaker, core, see Fig 1.3.
In comparison to a monolithic plate a structural sandwich has significantly increased bending stiness, or exural rigidity, and strength
at next to no added weight.

The compromise is added transversal

thickness and higher design and manufacturing complexity as involved
number of constituents increases.
Carbon bres have on average 14 times higher strength per density
and 5 times higher stiness per density than steel. For that reason,
carbon-bre-reinforced-plastic (CFRP) is the go-to composite material in modern civil aircraft structures such as Boeing 787 dreamliner
and Airbus A350, both making use of in excess of 50 weight percent
composite material [6]. In fact, the importance of weight reduction
may increase even more rapidly in the aeronautical industry given future trends of biofuels [13], fuels rened from wood and other neutral
carbon dioxide sources, which are environmentally friendly but up
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to three times more expensive than traditional fossil-based fuels [14].
The interest in composite materials have also risen in the automotive
industry. BMW for example, uses CFRP components in their i3- and
i8-series [15, 16]. In the marine industry, chopped glass-bre composites (GFRP) are commonly used [17], while CFRP materials are only
used in certain military applications and high-performing or high-end
applications [1820].
However, as a composite material consists of two constituents as opposed to a traditional uniform material its additative manufacture is
often challenging and costly as it generally involves sequential placing of bre reinforcements.

Consequently, traditional manufacture

using composite materials may be time-consuming and tedious with
intense amount of manual labour, resulting in low annual production
volumes. It also follows that these aspects bring about a high production cost [9, 21, 22]. On top of that, raw material costs are high
in comparison to traditional metallic materials [3]. Carbon bres for
example, cost between 20-60
bre grade.

e/kg

[23] depending on mechanical -

In fact, carbon bre reinforcements pre-impregnated by

connective matrix, commonly referred to as prepregs, can cost up to
110

e/kg

for aeronautical-graded material of certain manufacturing

congurations [24].
To assess the production costs of composite materials, cost estimation becomes an important tool. Basic cost estimation of composite
manufacture was established in the mid 70s [2527], most well-known
in the form of ACCEM from Northrop corporation [27]. Later, cost
estimation was lifted to a more theoretical level through the introduction of generalized estimations to nd generic trends [28]. Then,
researchers developed new estimation models based on learning-curves
[29], complexity-metrics [30] and new composite materials and sandwich construction [31]. As the accessibility to computational power
has grown, new optimization-driven design methodologies have been
developed, some where cost estimations have become a part of the
overall design scope [9,21]. In addition, a multitude of multi-objective
design studies that bring in the importance of cost have been put
forward through for example; the combination of life-cycle-analysis
(LCA) and life cycle costing (LCC) for a cargo aircraft elevator [32],
stiness performance versus estimated service lifetime and mainte-
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nance cost of a wind turbine blade [33] and frequency performance
versus stacking cost for hybrid composite laminates [34].

However,

generally these multi-objective design schemes focus on a specic
application or industry either through the choice of manufacturing,
performance drivers or composite material, in contrast to the idea
of predicting generic trends of early presented cost estimation theories [25, 27, 28].
To mitigate the manufacturing complexity and production costs at
appropriate production volumes, traditional composite manufacture
and assembly has been continuously developed through implementing improved production methods and more ecient manufacturing
strategies.

In aeronautics, production methods generally make use

of automatic placement of prepreg in order to speed up the stacking of reinforcement layers [35, 36]. However, automatic bre placement machines are considerable investments, making it essential to
apply the methods appropriately in order to achieve given production volume and acceptable production cost. In fact, the high investment costs associated with automatic placement techniques justies
research and development of other, semi-automatic layup processes,
where the gantry-based automatic placer is either used only during
part of the process [37], or substituted with a comparatively inexpensive industrial robot [38, 39].

In automotive adaptions, where pro-

duction volumes greatly exceeds that of aeronautics, composite production methods instead take inspiration from traditional metallic
production through for example dierent composite-adapted pressing
strategies [9,40,41]. Indeed, to achieve annual throughput of in excess
of 100 000 units per year, each manufacturing step must be performed
in a matter of minutes.The dierent production constraints of aforementioned opposing industries, aeronautics and automotive, clearly
results in a multitude of dierent production methods and design implications. As a consequence, the selection process becomes vast and
highly complex.
Recycling of composite materials is another challenge, complicated by
the fact that its process involves the separation of bres and matrix.
In fact, recycling has become one of the major obstacles opposing
the introduction of composite materials in the vehicle industry where
legislation now states that a minimum of 95 % of a new vehicle by
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average weight is to be recycled and 85 % of the waste involved is to
be re-used [42, 43]. Historically, most composite structures and production scrap material have been placed in landlls [4446] or incinerated for energy recovery [47]. However, given the high bre cost of
a CFRP component, landlling or incineration with no consideration
of potentially reclaimed mechanical performance, is wasteful. Recent
technological progress in recycling methods such as pyrolysis [4749],
uidised bed techniques [50] and solvolysis [51], has now provided
the means to recycle composite materials, and to actually reclaim the
high-cost bres. In fact, the reclaim of carbon bres through pyrolysis has been shown less costly than the production of virgin carbon
bres [23], at little to no impact on reclaimed bre properties [48].
Moreover, more research on uidised bed techniques and solvolysis
may provide recycling processes of even higher potential with relation to energy requirements and retrieval of not only bres, but in
some cases also matrix [52, 53]. To that end, recycling of composite
materials may not only be justied by environmental demands and
sustainability, but also by economic benets.

1.1 Aim and scope of work
In this thesis a composite material technical cost model is developed
and implemented in a larger design methodology capturing cost- and
weight-potential of weight-optimized structural composite structures.
The technical cost model is developed in order to predict generic
trends and design guidelines for structural composite structures of
low- to high annual manufacturing volumes. In order to give highest
cost impact, see Fig 1.4 , the technical cost model is developed with an
early conceptual design phase in mind. Associated design challenges
investigated include manufacturing complexity, sustainable production volume and resulting production cost.

Here, the word design

incorporates both that of parametric design, meaning specication
of part geometry and corresponding long directional bre layup, and
production design, meaning choice of manufacturing and assembly
strategies towards achieving ecient production from the perspective
of cost and throughput.

Fibre materials researched include tradi-

tional, carbon and glass, as well as novel, lignin-based carbon, hemp
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Design frozen

Influence/Cumulative cost

90,00%
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Detailed design
and testing

Production start-up

Figure 1.4. The highest inuence on nal component cost is made
during the conceptual design stage.

and recycled carbon and glass. Matrix material considered is epoxy.
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2 Design process of an ideal
structure
2.1 The multidisciplinary design process
The optimal design process considers all aspects of a nished design
simultaneously to achieve an optimal trade-o design between performance, manufacturability and production cost, see Fig 2.1. In reality,
a design process that considers too many design aspects quickly become cumbersome and rarely practically feasible. Instead, the process
is tuned to focus on those design aspects that are of greatest impact
on their nal product, and let these become the driving force.

In-

deed, this strategy of directing the design process is well illustrated
through the multitude of dierent design process methods dened in
industry and literature such as for example design for manufacture
(DFM), design for assembly (DFA) and design for cost (DFC) [54].
To exemplify, the primary design aspects of ying components in aeronautics often are mechanical performance at low weight coupled with
manufacturability while the governing design aspects of vehicle components in private transport often are manufacturability at targeted
production volume and cost, as illustrated in Fig 2.1. The design simplications made within each industry enable a more ecient, and less
costly design process at the cost of a less optimal design. However,
as the competition on the international market rises in both ying
and ground-bound transport industries, the importance of all three
aspects becomes more important in order to produce an economically
sustainable production process and product.

In order to move to-

wards that illusive optimal design, the development of improved multidisciplinary design processes including strategies, design tools and
methods predicting each involved design aspect becomes essential.
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Mechanical
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Optimal
design

Prototype

Manufacturability
& annual
production
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Automotive
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Figure 2.1. Dictating design aspects depends on industry demands.

2.1.1 Mechanical performance through weight
optimization
Published research included in this thesis primarily seek mechanical
performance through the use of weight optimization.

Weight opti-

mization, the iterative process of varying involved geometry parameters (x) through dierent numerical search methods, is a highly efcient engineering method towards achieving a low weight design at
required mechanical performance.

The standard form consists of a

driving objective function subjected to mechanical performance requirements such as

min f (x) = weight f unction
s.t. mechanical requirements
x<x<x
where the objective function that describes the weight of the design is
formulated based upon the variation of sought geometry parameters.
The optimization can be evaluated using a multitude of dierent optimization algorithms, depending on complexity of the driving objective
function. For more information regarding optimization algorithms the
reader is referred to literature [55].
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2.1.2 Manufacturability and production volume
Manufacturability is an essential part of any design. In the case of
manufacturing traditional materials like steel, the mechanical properties are largely predened and the manufacture generates the general
form of a component through one or several forming actions.

Al-

though the forming actions can increase mechanical properties of a
nal steel part through the initiation and propagation of dislocations,
the material in itself is cohesive and acts as a unit in a predictable
manner throughout. In the case of manufacturing FRP however, the
manufacture not only generates the form of the component, but also
its full set of mechanical properties through the very action of placing
reinforcing bres and impregnating matrix.

This means the manu-

facture of composite materials involves more design variables and an
increased manufacturing variability than that of traditional, metallic,
materials.
The challenging, often additative, manufacture can be time-consuming
and traditionally produces low annual production volumes dictated by
manual labour. In order to achieve higher production volumes, less
manual labour is traditionally sought.

The transition from manual

labour to more production-volume-scalable production can be risky
and generally investment-heavy. In addition, each automatic production line has a limit to its production rate, meaning further increase
in production volume requires further investments. To exemplify, Fig
2.2 illustrates the stair-case-likeness of potential re-investment function coupled with corresponding production cost with increasing production volume.

In conclusion, it is essential to accurately predict

required annual production volumes early on in the design process
in order to avoid having to introduce re-investments or potentially
an entirely new manufacturing method, within an already established
production.

Manufacturability of a composite part or structure is

not evaluated in detail within this thesis, but applied where relevant
using industry knowledge and published research. However, production volume is an essential part of this thesis, eectively governing
production method and design choices.
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Figure 2.2. Relationship between re-investment points and part cost.

2.1.3 Production cost
Published research included in this thesis has reviewed existing production cost estimation methods and proposed new contributions on
the subject. Although the importance of nal production cost varies
with industry and part application, there is always a need to estimate
production costs towards rating production eciency and competitiveness. Depending on the application of said production cost estimation, the methodology varies in level of detail and completeness.

2.1.4 Multi-objective optimization
In an eort to nd the optimal design, or global optimum, the inuence of several design aspects need to be combined. How to combine
the dierent design aspects depends on the preference of the decisionmaker [55].

One common method is that of the weighted-sum ap-

proach [9, 21, 55].

In the weighted-sum approach, the inuence of

each contributing design aspect needs to be rated towards achieving
a common unit of measure and reasonable trade-o. For example, a
design process driven by weight and cost can be dened according to

min f (x) = pw weight + pc cost
s.t mechanical requirements
x<x<x
where the penalty factors

pw

and

pc

rates the normalized impact, or

value of, the reduction of weight and cost respectively. The variation
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of these penalty factors produces what is called Pareto fronts, see Fig
2.3, which identies the lowest weight and cost design solutions of the
dened objective function. Now, Pareto fronts of two design aspects
can be intuitively understood. In the case of the discussed example we
can quickly identify that the two edges of the Pareto front correspond
to the design solution of lowest weight versus lowest cost respectively,
while the global optimum of the full function can be found somewhere in between. However, multidisciplinary optimization including
more than two design drivers are no longer two-dimensional, and the
interpretation of such functions quickly become challenging as the optimal design exists on a set of multiple Pareto fronts.

Still, not all

design aspects can be formulated on an mathematical form or even
if they can, they cannot necessarily be gradually optimized as they
may represent integer parameters resulting in challenging combinatorial optimization problems [56]. In such scenarios it might therefore
be more ecient to study and map more subjectively measured and
integer-heavy design aspects outside an optimization scheme.

f1
x 2*

x*
x 1*
f2
Figure 2.3. A Pareto front represents a set of optimal solutions.
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3 Composite manufacturing,
assembly and inspection
methods
3.1 Low-volume manufacturing methods
Traditional composite manufacturing methods include dierent methods of manual layup as well as some more modern, automatic placement techniques.

Although the latter may indeed produce higher

production rates than that of manual, the methods are generally applied in low- to medium-volume production facilities such as within
aeronautics or aerospace. For that reason, automatic placement techniques treated within this thesis; automatic tape layup (ATL) and automatic bre placement (AFP) are described in the present section.
Moreover, hot drape forming (HDF), an aerospace-specic pressing
method is also presented.

3.1.1 Manual layup
In manual layup prepreg strips or dry bre weaves are positioned
and draped according to set geometry and stacking sequence.

The

draping is complex to model and its execution is very much a craft.
The prepreg tackiness or dry weave xation glue limits the removal of
stacked layers, meaning positioning need to be performed correctly instantly. Consequently the work of positioning and draping the many
layers used in complex, high-performing composite components requires highly trained sta and time, see Fig 3.1.
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Figure 3.1. High-quality manual layup requires highly trained sta
and time. Photo courtesy of SAAB AB.

3.1.2 Automatic placement techniques
In automatic placement techniques, the bre reinforcement is automatically placed onto a representative mould using tape, automatic
tape layup (ATL), or bre tows, automatic bre placement (AFP).
Placed bre reinforcement can be either in dry or in prepreg form. The
ATL technique is the oldest technique which has been further developed into that of AFP, where each bre tow is individually steered,
enabling bre placement on more complex geometries. The individual
steering enables signicant material scrap reductions. In AFP, material scrap rates can be expected to vary between 2-6 % as opposed to
2-25 % for an ATL process [35, 57]. Recent developments into primarily AFP machines boast high layup rates of up to 150 kg/h for at
layups, however, the actual layup rate is governed by component size
and complexity, see Paper A for more details [57].

The equipment

is generally large and expensive (2-4 Me), see Fig 3.2, in order to
exert high pressure enabling a high compaction between each layer of
prepreg. Some less expensive and less bulky, modular systems, utilizing standard industrial robots are available on the market, however,
these systems often have challenges achieving high enough compaction
pressure.
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Figure 3.2. MTorres Automatic tape layup equipment [58] placing
tapes on slightly curved geometry.

Courtesy of SAAB

AB.

3.1.3 Hot drape forming (HDF)
Hot drape forming (HDF) drapes stacked prepreg through exerting
vacuum pressure between a diaphragm and a tool, see Fig 3.3 [37].
The HDF process is often fed with prepreg stacks previously compacted using ATL or AFP machines, and thereby utilizing the high
layup rate potential of the automatic placement techniques on at
sections.

Indeed, the combination of ATL/AFP and HDF provides

the user with an intermediate manufacturing strategy, mitigating the
high layup times of manual layup. Due to the schematics of the process the components to be draped are of limited complexity similar to
that of pressing, however, in aeronautical adaptions, the manufacturing method is highly ecient when manufacturing spars and stringers
for later integration towards for example larger wing sections.

3.2 High-volume manufacturing methods
A number of dierent high-volume manufacturing methods are treated
within the scope of this thesis. Primarily studied techniques include
resin transfer moulding (RTM) and pressing. In addition, the potential of 3D-weaving as an up-coming high-volume preform manufacturing method has been studied. High-volume manufacturing methods
are those methods where the main process steps can be performed in
a matter of minutes.
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Diaphragm

Tool

2

1

Prepreg stack

3

Figure 3.3. Hot drape forming schematics. Photographs by Per Hallander [37], SAAB AB.

3.2.1 Resin transfer moulding (RTM)
In resin transfer moulding, a dry preform is placed in a closed tool
hold shut under pressure as resin is injected. High pressure is generally
used in order to achieve fast impregnation, see Fig 3.4.

Preform
Resin

Mould

Figure 3.4. In RTM, the dry reinforcement is impregnated under high
pressure.

As the process require high pressure, large hydraulic pressure is a
requirement. The process is investment-heavy but can produce highquality component. In fact, the method has also been used in ying
component where very high quality is a prerequisite.
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Introduction
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Figure 3.5. 3D-woven structures use reinforced bres in all three directions, courtesy of Fredrik Stig [59].

3.2.2 Pressing
Pressing of prepreg stacks is a method with high promise particularly
for the automotive industry as it is similar process to traditional metal
stamping, a method well-known within the vehicle industry.

One

major dierence if pressing thermoset prepreg stacks is that the tool
used need to be heated, as the component need to cure within the
press. This means prepreg used need to be tailored to fast pressing
conditions in order to achieve sucient stability as the component
exits the pressing tool.

3.2.3 3D-weaving of preforms
3D-weaving of dry reinforcing bres is a a laborative preform manufacturing technique in which reinforcing bres are woven in three
dimensions using a grid of perpendicular warp- and weft bre yarns
that are interlaced together in the the z-plane [59], see Fig 3.5. Although the technique is not available on an industrial scale, research
and technical advancements are ongoing.

3.3 Curing
When the general shape of the composite has been achieved, the thermoset matrix needs to be suciently cured before the component becomes fully operational. Curing of high-quality prepreg is generally
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Figure 3.6. Bagged composite part entering autoclave for curing.
Courtesy of Saab AB.

Figure 3.7. Complex, integrated, composite wing panel for the Clean
Sky BLADE demonstrator under manufacture at SAAB
AB, Linköping. Courtesy of SAAB AB.

done in an autoclave, see Fig 3.6, an expensive piece of equipment
where the curing cycles are long and fairly complex. Parts of lower
quality where compaction quality is less critical can be cured out-ofautoclave, in ovens or already during manufacture within for example
a heated press tool.
The fact that the plastic matrix need to be fully cured before the
shaped composite becomes entirely functional enables the building
of complex, highly integrated, weight-optimized structures, see Fig
3.7.

Dierent part curing-strategies used include co-curing, where

wet parts are directly bonded through curing, and co-bonding, where
wet parts are bonded to previously cured parts, see Fig 3.8.
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Co-bonding

Co-curing
Un-cured part

Un-cured part
(Adhesive)

Un-cured part

Cured part

Figure 3.8. Co-curing and co-bonding are two curing strategies that
enable part integration.

3.4 Assembly of composite structures
The assembly of a structure can be done either mechanically or adhesively.

Mechanical assembly of a composite structure is a fairly

traditional process in which parts are assembled using dierent types
of fasteners and bolts.

For larger structures a supporting skeleton

frame, or jig, with tight-knit tolerance positioning guides are often
required during mounting, see Fig 3.9 and

Figure 3.9. An assembly jig supports required mounting and provides
assisting positioning guides.

Paper B for more details. The assembly process of a structures incorporating composite parts diers from that of a full, traditional,
metallic assembly in that the composite material is more sensitive to
mechanical actions such as drilling as well as to abrasive damage due
to straying scraps and pieces, meaning left-overs from said drilling.
This means an assembly of a structure incorporating composite sections need to be thoroughly cleaned in between each mechanical action in order to remove potential hazardous particles and scrap pieces,
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Figure 3.10. Schematic ow of the intricate assembly process of an
aeronautical composite structure.

see Fig 3.10. Consequently, drilling holes also need to be thoroughly
deburred, or cleaned. In addition, as composite components are previously cured they may undergo signicant shape distortions which may
require the introduction of shims, distancers, lling gaps in between
shape distorted sections of the joining geometries. The introduction
of shims is a time-consuming process in which the shim need to be
designed, manufactured and subsequently placed according to each
specic gap.
Assembly through adhesive bonding is seldom in itself a sucient alternative to mechanical fastening. Instead, structural composite applications using adhesive bonds generally combine the adhesive joint
with some fastening elements. In fact, pure adhesive bonds are prohibited in aeronautical applications due to inspection- and certicationissues [60]. More detailed information on composite assembly considerations are described in Paper B.

3.5 Non-destructive testing (NDT)
The extent of the inspection of a part depends on application.

In

aerospace, composite components are thoroughly inspected not only
as a nished component but also throughout the manufacturing and
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assembly process. Part surfaces and radii as well as structure joints
must all be inspected to rule out bre distortion, voids and delaminations. In less demanding applications, guidelines and rule of thumb
can reduce the amount of inspection needed. NDT of composite parts
can often be very costly, and is often excluded in general cost estimations. The technical cost model developed in this research considers
the cost of scanning a part using ultrasonic C-scanning [61], a certied
scanning method within aerospace that can be used both on individual parts and joints.

To fully reect the cost of NDT, also cost of

reviewing the scanned part ought to be considered. However, as this
reviewing cost varies with component, specic scanning type and engineer performing the review, this cost is not considered in this work.
If it were, it could be expected to increase the NDT cost signicantly
as the scanning time is often reported to represent only a smaller part
of the work. To that end, the chosen NDT cost implementation, could
be considered more representative of new semi-automated NDT techniques [62], where the preliminary scanning process automatically detects areas potentially containing defects and thus shortening required
reviewing time. More details are given in Paper B.
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4 Technical cost modelling and
implementation methodology
4.1 Cost modelling strategies
Production cost can be estimated through various basic strategies,
using either qualitative or quantitative methods [6366] as shown in
Fig 4.1. Qualitative cost modelling is a comparative strategy in which

Cost modelling
Quantitative

Qualitative
Statistical

Analogous

Generative - analytical

Figure 4.1. Cost estimation strategies.
the cost of a design is rated as either better or worse than an existing design. This is an appropriate strategy in later stages of the
design development process, see Fig 1.4, where a xed design is continuously improved. However, it is not a useful method for initial, or
generic, cost studies. Quantitative strategies can be further divided
into statistical, analogous and generative-analytical approaches [64].
Statistical or parametric cost models make use of large number of
data points towards establishing statistical criteria of causal links between product characteristics and costs.

Analogous methods make

use of previous knowledge through adjusting costs dened on similar
products according to existing dierences. Generative-analytical, or
the bottom-up approach, on the other hand represents a productiontied methodology. The approach is based upon a detailed analysis of
the production process ow in which involved costs are established
for each sub-process according to user-dened level of detail [64]. As
such, the method is both detailed and overarching, and becomes useful
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ATL & HDF production

1

Prepreg

2
Lay ﬂat laminate
in ATL

4

3
Bag
part

Form ﬂat
part in HDF

5
Bag
part

6
Cure in autoclave

n

...
Component(s)

Figure 4.2. Illustration of how a simplied ATL and HDF production
can be described through key sub-process steps.

towards identifying existing cost-drivers. As the aim with this thesis
is to quantify generic production costs of various dierent geometries
and applications, a generative-analytical costing strategy is deemed
most appropriate. To build a sound, transparent model the data involved in the proposed model is founded on readily available scientic
publications, industry know-how and information from equipment and
process suppliers.

4.2 Developed composite technical cost model
Estimated production costs of all composite production methods considered are dened through the bottom-up sum of its sub-processes.
For each dened sub-process step, required relationships to estimate
process times as a function of component geometry and complexity are established. Estimated process times size required equipment
park and amount of labour, which then in turn size involved production costs. Illustrative example implementation of an ATL and HDF
manufacturing process is given in Fig 4.2.

4.2.1 Costing categories
Developed composite cost model focus on costs that can be directly
related to a specic component production, this means overarching
costs related to a overhead and product development are disregarded.
Costs included are dened in Fig 4.3 and are feedstock material costs
as well as production process-specic costs such as production-related
material scrap costs, labour costs, equipment investment costs, tool-
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ing costs and required facility costs. Labour costs and facility costs
are directly sized from involved process times, degree of dedication
and required equipment and work area footprints. See Paper A for
more details.

Material & scrap
Labour
Electric consumption
Consumables

Indirect costs

Direct costs

Cost categories
Facility rent
Equipment investment
Tooling
Fuselage installment
Maintenance*
Overhead and R&D

Figure 4.3. Outlined cost categories considered in developed cost
model include direct and indirect costs and are drawn in
bold line. Overarching costs, overhead and R&D, as well
as pure consumables such as for example plastic yardage
for part bagging are not considered within this work.
Maintenance costs are not explicitly calculated, but are
an implicit part of set equipment utilization and facility
costs.

Material and scrap costs
Material costs considered include ying material, that is the material
actually used in a nal component, and scrap material. To exemplify,
material costs of a prepreg composite component is calculated as

Cmaterial = Ckg w(1 + rscrap )
Ckg is the prepreg cost per kg, w is the component weight and
rscrap is the material scrap rate. Scrap material is the inevitable waste

where

that occur during manufacture or assembly of a component through
for example pressure ashes, prepreg and dry bre reinforcement edge
cuts. Please refer to Paper A for more details and representative scrap
rates depending on production method.
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Equipment investments
Equipment investment costs are accounted for and it is assumed that
each piece of equipment is acquired solely for the purpose of a specic
production line and structure.

This assumption is made to enable

level comparative production method analyses, in which the eciency
of one method is compared to another. Equipment maintenance costs
are implicitly accounted for through variation in equipment utilization
degree. In general, a 7 year depreciation rate is assumed for all pieces
of equipment.

Please refer to Paper A and B for more details on

equipment costs.

Tooling
Tooling costs are considered to be directly proportional to part projected area and vary depending on tooling material used, with steel for
high compaction methods and aluminium for low compaction methods. In contrast to equipment costs, tooling costs are considered to
be directly covered by each specic part and is not depreciated over
time. Please refer to Paper A for more details on tooling costs.

Technical cost package and information flow
The cost model is programmed as a detached package in the opensource programming language of Python [67]. The programmed package is comprised of cost modules that governs the estimation of material, manufacture and assembly costs respectively. The package also
contain geometry modules that denes physical engineering relationships necessary to size geometry complexity, manufacturability and
specic production rates.

The material module contains material

cost classes and functions which varies depending on composite material selected, and a material library that contains relevant predened
data.

The manufacture and assembly cost modules contain classes

and functions that structures involved production sub-processes, estimates their process times and species required equipment and tooling.

The reader is referred to Paper A and B for more details on

specic module.
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User input

Material
cost

CAD ﬁle

Geometry
complexity
Production
data

Production
time
estimation

Part
manufacture
cost

Geometry
limitations

Assembly
cost

Accessories
cost

NDT cost

Figure 4.4. Illustration of information ow between developed technical cost package modules. A drawn box correspond to
a governing module. Modules drawn with dashed borders
are the topic of Paper A and those in solid colour are the
topic of Paper B.

Eectively, the user supplies required input data as 3D-data, through
a .step computer-aided-design (CAD) le, together with production
line choice and, if wanted, other specic production user data. The
geometry module extracts necessary geometry data from the supplied
CAD-le and uses it to classify part complexity. The newly calculated
part complexity together with input data initially submitted are sent
forward to the dened classes and functions necessary to estimate
production-line specic process times and size required equipment
park and facility. The costs of sized production line as well as used
composite material are calculated in respective cost module and summarized, and cost data output is returned. Illustrative data ow is
presented in Fig 4.4.

4.2.2 Geometry complexity
A more complex component is more challenging, and time-consuming,
to manufacture than a simple component. Consequently, overall production of a complex component will involve longer cycle times and
higher costs. All aspects of a production is aected. Material scrap
rate increases as a more complex component give rise to a higher
amount of scrap through for example increased amount of prepreg
and dry bre reinforcement edge cuts.

Processing times of actions

such as layup, cutting and edge trimming increase. Tooling costs in-
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I. Intraply shear

II. Interply slippage

v

f

Figure 4.5. The process of draping involves shearing of reinforcing
bres relative each other as well as slip in-between reinforcing bre layers.

crease as its development and manufacture becomes more intricate.
In this thesis, the impact of complexity on additive layup times as
well as tooling costs are considered.

Proposed complexity factor and features
The complexity is derived from traditional additive manufacturing of
composite materials and the involved forming, or draping, of bre reinforcement. On a material level, bre reinforcement that are being
draped experiences intra-ply shear or the rotation of the bre net, see
Fig 4.5, as well as slippage between stacked layers. To fully describe
forming, all forming mechanisms such as bre bending, shear and in
some cases ply sliding, would need to be taken into account. However, here, a simplied approach is used, where experimental drape
data [68, 69] of increased layup diculty is used as a basis for extrapolating the governing complexity features. Governing complexity
features considered are in- and out-of plane bre bending. Shear and
ply sliding are not expressed as factors but can be considered to be
implicitly included through the use of experimental data, where these
forming mechanisms surely are present to some degree.
The increased processing diculty due to increased complexity is considered to be governed by the diculty of draping individual compo-
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nent features.

In short, the sharper either the surface curvature or

the angle dierence between two surfaces are, the more severe the
required bending of used bre reinforcement becomes. Depending on
reinforcement type to drape, the increased severity of the required
bending makes the draping process slower, or even impossible.
In traditional computer-aided-design (CAD), a geometry is generally
described using a cloud of data points connected by appropriate, interpolated, polynomial surfaces, or faces. To make use of this data
body, three complexity features are dened for each such governing
face, and these are described by; the face bre bending angle, the
face curvature radius and the overall face curvature degree. The angle complexity feature,

Cθ , is governed by the face bre bending angle

according to

Cθ = θf ace = max(θIC , θN F )
as given in Fig 4.6. The internal face angle,
dierence between the centre face normal,
face normals,

n̂Ei .

n̂,

θIC

is the largest angle

and the two centre edge

The neighbour to face angle,

θN F

, is the most

severe angle dierence between the centre normal of analysed face
and its neighbouring faces.

Cr , is governed by the face curvature
Cr = rk . The face curvature radius is given by the geometrical
1
relationship rk =
κ and is calculated using either the internal face
The radius complexity feature,
radius,

centre or the neighbouring face centre depending on chosen face bre
bending angle.
The curvature complexity feature,
curvature degree,

Cd

is governed by the overall face

Cd = k , and is either single or double, to record the

increased diculty of distorting a bre reinforcement in one or two
directions simultaneously. A double curved surface is here considered
to double the draping diculty [30].
The full complexity factor, C, is dened through the combination of
relevant complexity features. For instance, the complexity of a manual
layup is dened by the angle and curvature complexity features,

Cd Cθ

while the complexity of an AFP layup is dened by all three

complexity features as

C = Cd Cθ Cr .

more details and proposed curve ts.
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Figure 4.6. Face angle denitions of the radius of a stringer-type geometry.

Estimated layup times
In general, the time of a layup-process is calculated according to

t=
where
and

r

L

L
r

is the characteristic dimension (area, volume, length etc.)

is a process-specic layup rate following the characteristic di-

mension. The layup rate of a certain face
area and specic complexity factor,

C

i

is then a function of face

according to

ri = r0 C
where

r0

is the maximum theoretical layup-rate of that certain face

area, see Paper A for some of these process-specic layup-rates. The
choice of complexity factor depends on layup method, see Paper A for
details on ML, ATL and AFP-related complexity factor. The processspecic layup rate is then calculated from the sum of all section layup
rates with respect to

δ , their percentage of the total part surface area,

such as
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r=

no.X
f aces

δri .

i
More details on the specics are dened in Paper A-B.

Tooling costs
Tooling cost as a function of component complexity is estimated as

Ctooling = Tbase (AP )CM
where

Tbase (AP )

is the basic tooling cost of a simple, at, part as

a function of projected area, refer to Paper A and [31] for more details. The average milling factor,

CM

increases with increased tooling

complexity and is the average of involved face milling factors,

CM i .

The face milling factor is in this thesis set by respective curvature
complexity feature,

Cd

and angle complexity feature

Cθ

according to

CM i = 3 if Cd = 1 & Cθ > 5deg
CM i = 10 if Cd = 2 & Cθ > 5deg .
else CM i = 1
The face milling factors are derived from the relative manufacturing
cost of a tool cut-out shape [70].

A double-shaped (Cd

= 2)

cut-

out requires 3D milling, and is therefore signicantly more expensive.
Given the early conceptual design phase of developed technical cost
model, only the increased cost as a function of shape-induced tooling
complexity is accounted for.

In a detailed, later design phase, the

tooling cost could be made to account for other required part features.
Alternatively, a quick tool cost estimation can be performed using
only curve tted tooling data and projected component area as is
done in parallel work [71].
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4.3 Technical cost model implementation
possibilities
The developed technical cost model can be used as a stand-alone
analysis tool but also together with other necessary design tools. It
is particularly interesting to use the cost model as part of a wider design optimisation scope as means to minimize both cost and weight.
However, given the challenges surrounding the combinatorial nature
of component production previously mentioned in chapter 2.1.4, it is
not necessarily computationally advantageous to drive the optimisation solely on minimized production cost. Therefore, the weight- and
cost-eciency research study presented in paper D applies the technical cost model after completed weight-optimisation, see Fig 4.7. However, as dened production methods used in this research study are
based on conclusions on cost-ecient design and production drawn
previously in Paper A-B, one can argue that the calculated production cost has been minimized on some level, albeit not through means
of traditional optimisation.
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Minimize f(x)= (weight + stiffness demand violation)
xmin<x< xmax (geometry parameters)
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Figure 4.7. Weight-reduction drives the optimisation whilst production cost is added through weight penalties.
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5 Modelling outcome
5.1 Cost drivers
Research performed within this thesis has identied key cost drivers
and factors both regarding manufacture and assembly and NDT. Identied importance of cost drivers provides a basis for establishing overarching design guidelines towards achieving cost- ecient manufacturing and assembly, more details on the topic are given in paper A and
B [57, 72].
In composite manufacture the size of each involved cost driver is directly related to production method and part size and stiness. Details on cost drivers in relation to component size with implicit stiness and manufacturing method choice is presented in Paper A [57]
while details on cost drivers in relation to stiness is the topic of
Paper D [73].
Given cost data for components considered in Paper A [57], the importance of cost drivers involved varies with component size and stiness, see Fig 5.1. Here, the dierent cost drivers are shown to shift in
importance as the structural aeronautical component grows in size.
Note that the cost driver here termed operational includes labour,
facility and electric costs, previously presented separately in section
4.2.1. The three manufacturing methods are of dierent level of automation, and therefore shows the shift in cost category importance
in between investment and operator and tooling costs. For high and
medium automation degree, material cost is the dominant cost driver
as component size increases whilst for low automation degree, the
cost is more divided in between tooling costs, material costs and operational costs. Tooling costs become comparatively higher in cases
where manufacturing rate is slower, as a larger amount of tooling sets
are required. Material costs are clearly shown to be dominating costs,
for all levels of automation.
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Figure 5.1. The percentage importance of cost drivers involved per
manufactured

part

as

a

function

of

component

size

(n=1000) using cost data from Paper A [57]. ML to the
far left is a method of low degree of automation while AFP
to the far right is a method of high degree of automation.
Note that drawn dashed lines are for visual aid.

Given the importance of material cost even at moderate annual manufacturing volumes, a cost-ecient composite structure need to have
an optimized material use. To exemplify, representative raw material
costs of reinforcing bres researched in Paper C and D [73, 74] are
given as a function of weight-driven performance, or density divided
to stiness (ρ/E ), in Fig 5.2.

Traditional metal materials such as

steel and aluminium are also given for comparison. A structural design with a certain prescribed stiness level is more weight-ecient as
the weight-driven performance decreases. However, as is clear from
the carbon bre and aramid bre cost ranges presented in the gure,
the traditional bre composite systems that minimize weight also becomes costly. Alternative new material systems such as lignin-based
carbon, hemp as well as recycled carbon bres however, have the
potential to decrease cost at intermediate weight-driven performance
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Figure 5.2. Traditional structural bre systems, such as carbon and
aramid bres, have promising performance index but high
cost. Illustrative star to visualize an idealized weight- and
cost-driven design.

Note that highlighted (*) material

systems are not readily available in the market today but
are here shown to have high weight- and cost-potential,
refer to Paper C-D for more details.
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Figure 5.3. Cost drivers of a mechanically assembled aeronautical
wing composite structure, see Paper B for more details.

levels.
In composite assembly and inspection of aeronautical structures, the
topic of paper B [72], important cost drivers include shimming with
tooling, fastening, positioning, NDT and deburring and cleaning, see
Fig 5.3. Together, these cost drivers contribute to 50 % of the total
assembly cost. Similarly to tooling costs during manufacture, costs
related to required assembly jig are higher where the assembly rate
is slower. Therefore, reducing required amount of non-value adding
processes such as shimming, positioning, deburring and cleaning involved has add-on reduction eects and also reduces jig costs. Further
details are given in Paper B [72].
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(a) Skin with integrated, co-cured,(b) Skin with mechanically joined
stieners.
stieners.
Figure 5.4. Dierent design conguration of the same geometry.

5.2 Cost- and weight-efficient composite
design
A cost- and weight-ecient structural composite design is enabled
through the use of smart, stiness-driven, parametric design in conjunction with process and material selection of appropriate brereinforcing material.
Smart, stiness-driven design can be achieved through part integration, further detailed in Paper B and in presented conference work.
Advanced part integration can signicantly reduce structure weight,
as exemplied by the Clean Sky demonstrator shown in Fig 3.7. Part
integration can also reduce production costs, but then requires a
mindful design process. For example, a single-shaped skin with longitudinal reinforcing stringers, such as presented in Fig 5.4a, can be
considerably less costly if the stringers are integrated through ecient co-curing as opposed to through a mechanically joined assembly
process , see conference contribution [75] for details.

However, as

integrated structure grows in size and complexity the cost benet to
integration decreases, as demonstrated by the marginal cost reduction
demonstrated for integrated wing boxes detailed in Paper B. Another
smart, stiness-driven design strategy is sandwich design, further detailed in Paper D. In fact, the cost- and weight-potential of generated
sandwich design was ultimately higher than both comparable monolithic as well as stiened-integrated part for applicable equal stiness
levels. These results encourages the introduction of sandwich design
in more applications and cautions the presumption that part integration always decreases cost.
Material selection is in Paper C and D shown to be key to reducing
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production cost. Glass bres have cost-reduction potential, however,
higher density and lower mechanical properties requires the design
to become thicker and heavier and therefore results in compromised
weight-potential. Natural bres, hemp as well as lignin-based carbon
bres, are estimated to have particularly high cost-reduction potential. The value and potential design impact of recycled carbon bres
is detailed in Paper C and D and is in general showed to at least
halve involved production cost if used in a material-cost-dominated
design. These results highlights the potential of alternative, low-cost,
bre systems in more applications. The potential of recycled carbon
bres is particularly interesting as an increased use of the material
system address several industry issues in relation to recyclability requirements and costly raw materials.

5.3 Unpublished cost studies and analyses
Developed technical cost model and results have been used either in
full or as a support for student thesises and master course work as
well as within specic industry research projects.
Thesis work on future economic potential of 3D-woven technology
[76],developed by Biteam AD [77], demonstrated that a future matured technology could manufacture continuous 3D-sti components
at cost competitive to or lower than high-pressure RTM. Thus, for a
loading application where through-the-thickness stiness is benecial,
a future 3D-woven component may not only be structurally merited,
but also cost-competitive. Another notable thesis work presented a
cost analysis [78] of a novel composite-inserts technology which afrmed conclusions made in Paper A-B regarding the high importance
of material cost in a manufacturing-volume appropriate production
method. As the composite patches analysed were small, the conclusion complements the results in Paper A-B, where treated components
are either large or long and narrow.
Most notable industry research project involvements includes cost
analysis of demonstrators within LOCOMACHS [79] as well as within
SÅNÄTT [80]. Analysed demonstrator within LOCOMACHS was the
representative aeronautical wing box structure LAWiB [81], further
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described in Paper B. Within SÅNÄTT, analysed demonstrator was
a representative car door design that incorporated sandwich.

Per-

formed cost analyses beneted both industry projects as it provided
insight into important cost drivers as well as cost potential of considered design congurations and chosen production methods.
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6 Recycled composite materials
and future circular material
flow
When full service time of a component has been reached it must be
retrieved, ideally recycled, appropriately. Apart from this end-of-life
material, additional composite scrap, or waste, is generated during
production in the form of slits and cuts of reinforcements and left-over,
out-of-date, prepreg. Research presented in paper C investigated the
economic potential of a pyrolysis-recycled composite materials and
proposed a future, circular closed-loop material system of composite
materials, see Fig 6.1.

Assuming a circular material ow made it

possible to consider end-of-life components and production scrap as
a value-holding resource, rather than waste. The size of this value is
proposed to follow a function of initial raw material cost, recycling
cost, mechanical potential of recycled material and the powder form
value of the recycled material, see Paper C for details. From this proposed model, the value of rst and second generation recycled carbon
bre composites can be estimated, presenting new material systems
useful for the design envelope of lightweight design. Comparing these
estimated material values to weight-driven performances demonstrate
that recycled carbon bres could indeed be a good trade-o material
between cost and weight-performance, see Fig 6.2 and Paper C for
more details.

In the gure, a stier bre-reinforced composite that

use higher bre directionality and length are found at lower performance indice values.
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Virgin ﬁbre composite piece

Recycling
generation
i=i+1

End of Life
(EoL)
Recycle

Production
waste

Patching
Fibres for new
nonwoven/ASMC

Patched composite
piece

Recycle
Original ﬁbre
architecture

Original ﬁbre
architecture
(if thickness
<1cm)

Powder used as
ﬁller (if ﬁbre
length<2mm)
Recycling
generation
i=n

rPowder in
thermoplastic piece

rFibre composite piece

Figure 6.1. In a future circular, closed-loop material system, production waste and end-of-life composite components need to
be recycled and reused in, for each generation appropriate applications, as a function of retrieved bre properties
and length.
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(Adjusted) Raw material cost [ /kg]

FUTURE CIRCULAR MATERIAL FLOW
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Figure 6.2. Recycled carbon bres of rst (r1) and second (r2) generation are on average less costly than virgin carbon bres
and have lower weight performance than traditional materials such as aluminium. Illustrative star represents an
ideal, weight and cost-ecient material system.
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7 Summary of papers
7.1 Paper A
In paper A, a novel, bottom-up, production cost estimation model
is proposed. The modularity of the model enables easy implementation of composite part production methods and calculated, detailed,
cost categories provide a transparent basis for cost estimation case
studies. The cost estimation model fully estimates process times and
costs in relation to manufacturing method and complexity of treated
composite part. Necessary geometrical data is extracted directly from
a CAD-le which enables a fast setup time, see Fig 7.1.

Figure 7.1. Illustrative information ow of technical cost model developed in Paper A.

The complexity of a part is dictated by part angles, as more severe
angles complicates the draping of the sti composite bres, slowing
down the layup-process. The aim of the paper was to develop a sound,
neutral cost estimation model able to identify cost drivers, non-value
adding processes and costs of composite manufacturing methods in
relation to manufacturing processes and governing component parameters.

Developed cost estimation model is aimed for an early,

conceptual, design stage, where the designer's inuence on product
cost has the highest impact. Considered cost drivers were determined
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given this early design stage and include; material and material scrap,
investment, labour, electrical consumption and facility costs.
In the paper, the developed cost estimation model is applied in a casestudy that investigates cost drivers and manufacturing costs of relevant section of the aeronautical wing LOCOMACHS LAWiB demonstrator, comprised of a cover with integrated stringers and rib feet.
Researched manufacturing methods include automatic bre and tape
layup (AFP and ATL), manual layup (ML) and hot drape forming
(HDF). The estimated production costs of said wing-section is used to
establish generic cost-ecient manufacturing suggestions and guidelines for the aeronautical industry.

It is shown that manual manu-

facture is most cost-ecient for small to medium-sized, narrow, composite pieces.

Automatic tape layup (ATL) followed by hot drape

forming (HDF) or bre layup (AFP) is shown to demand larger component sizes if the process is to be economic, due to considerable investment cost and low lay-up rates for small geometrical dimensions.
It is also shown that material cost is a considerable cost driver, representing between 20-85 % of the total production cost depending on
component size and manufacturing method, even for considered lower
annual production rates of 50-1000 parts per year. These high material costs also highlights the importance of production scrap rates,
ranging from 2-25 % on top of used ying material depending on
used manufacturing method.

7.2 Paper B
In paper B, the cost estimation methodology and model proposed in
paper A is improved and expanded. Improvement focus is the introduction of assembly and non-destructive testing (NDT) of aeronautical composite structures. The aim of the paper was to investigate
the production cost potential of structure integration, see Fig 7.2.
Therefore, the improved cost model is applied in a larger case-study
where dierent level of integrated aeronautical structures are compared in relation to production cost and weight potential. Dierent
assembly strategies are analysed and include traditional mechanical
assembly adapted for composite materials, co-bonding and co-curing.
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The costs of NDT using traditional ultrasonic C-scanning are implemented, simplied to only include specic inspection time and not
evaluation time.
It is shown that required composite-bound-adaptions of traditional assembly introduce several non-value adding process steps that increase
production times and thereby also costs. Non-value adding process
steps of importance are shown to involve intricate positioning and retting schemes, shimming and deburring and cleaning. In fact, it is
shown that if shimming and deburring can be avoided, 15-30 % cost
reduction can be achieved. Although mechanical assembly is shown to
include several, costly, non-value adding processes, integrated alternative designs are shown to be at best 15 % less costly in comparison.
However, a more integrated design also presents a higher risk both
during manufacture in the form of possible increased concessions and
rework needed as well as later-date repair challenges. Consequently,
although component integration reduces cost, the eect is marginal
and it is entirely possible that increased risk as a result of integration
could prove comparatively more costly.

Level of
integration

Dierential

Medium
(Co-curing)

Production
Cost

Medium
(Cobonding)

High (Cobonding)

115%

109%

100%

102%

Figure 7.2. Level of integration of representative aeronautical wing
box researched in Paper B.

7.3 Paper C
In paper C, a novel recyclate value model for composite materials is
proposed. The model is used to evaluate the economic and mechani-
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cal potential of recycled composite structures in structural adaptions.
The estimated economic and mechanical potential of researched recycled common composite materials are used as a basis for proposing a
full circular material ow, see Fig 7.3. In addition, the inuence of the
introduction of recycled composite materials on lightweight design is
discussed in relation to performance and cost. Researched composite
materials include traditional carbon bre, lignin-based carbon bre
and glass bre composites. Readily available, state-of-the-art, recycling processes are the foundation for the economic analysis and pyrolysis and mechanical grinding are shown to provide economic reclamation of mechanically sound reinforcements. It is shown that highmodulus and intermediate-modulus carbon bre of aeronautical grade
ought to be structurally recycled at least three times when an 80 %
bre stiness level is sustained after each recycling step. The mechanical reclamation potential of carbon bre is shown to introduce new
material design choices, ecient for more cost-sensitive lightweightperformance-driven industries. Ultimately the research show that a
material cost reduction of 50 % can be realised if using recycled carbon bres as opposed to virgin carbon bres in appropriate structural
adaptions. The paper highlights the fact that production waste must
be recycled to sustain its value, and that to recycle to reclaim bre
structural eciency has the highest economic potential.
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Figure 7.3. Circular material ow proposed in Paper C.
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7.4 Paper D
In paper D, the cost estimation model developed in Paper A-B is
used to research the connection between weight-performance-driven
stiness and production cost with respect to a representative bending and torsional stiness. Four representative stiness strategies are
generated, rst optimized with respect to weight and then evaluated
with respect to production cost. The eciency of each stiness strategy and material system is estimated using a proposed weighted-sum
design rating, where weight is compared to production cost given a
value-of-weight range, derived from cost-drivers in aeronautical and
automotive applications respectively.
Manufacturing methods researched are chosen based on conclusions
made in Paper A-B, with regards to manufacturing eciency, cost
drivers and material costs. Furthermore, results and conclusions made
in Paper C with regards to the economic potential of recycled carbon
bre reinforcement in structural adaptions justies the introduction of
recycled carbon bres within the scope of the paper. Apart from the
design strategies incorporating glass bre, carbon bre and recycled
carbon bre, basic comparative potential monolithic designs using
lignin-based carbon bre and hemp bre are estimated. Researched
stiness strategies include a monocoque baseline, a u-beam-stiened
plate, a plate with sandwich inserts and nally a pure sandwich plate.
Overarching relation between production cost reduction potential and
weight-stiness performance, or minimized weight divided by component stiness, is given in Fig 7.4. An ecient design minimizes cost
and weight for required stiness level.

In Fig 7.4, this means that

the most ecient material choice at any given weight/stiness ratio
is the one with lowest normalized cost. Here, it is shown that the pure
sandwich design strategy is both the most weight and production cost
ecient design strategy for full torsional stiness range and low-tointermediate bending stiness range. The u-beam stiener strategy
is shown to have the highest weight-performance-driven bending stiness capacity, albeit at a higher production cost than alternative design strategies. It is also shown that the use of either recycled carbon
bres or glass bres can result in production cost reductions of up to
50 % if used in appropriate structural adaptions.
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8 Contributions to the field
To enable the use of lightweight composite material solutions in future applications, more knowledge on generating optimal and costcompetitive composite designs is required. To that end, the research
presented in this thesis proposes a design analysis strategy for structural composite components. The design analysis strategy makes use
of developed exhaustive technical cost model, based on component
size and complexity, together with parameterized weight optimisation,
founded on relevant laminate theory and production requirements and
challenges.
The justications, modularity and width of developed technical cost
model has proven crucial towards researching broader industry questions, philosophies and trends such as manufacturing and assembly
selection drivers, benets of integration, production cost drivers as a
function of annual production volume and production and material
cost reduction strategies.

The complementing stiness and weight

optimisation has provided another axis of determining cost, as well
as placing the application-driven importance of weight into full view.
The design analysis strategy has enabled a number of specic case
studies, which in themselves, provide valuable insight for cost- and
weight-ecient design and production of composite structures. Prominent case studies and valuable insights are:

•

Manufacturing method selection and how it is governed by component size, complexity and annual production volume with respect to bre layup technique, reinforcement type and dedication degree.

•

Design for assembly and integration and how, contrary to popular belief; integration in itself likely only marginally reduces
the production cost.

In fact, if the costs of non-value-added

processes of comparative aeronautical mechanically assembled
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structure are minimized through improved positioning, fastening and reduced amount of shape distorted geometries and thereby
shimming; the mechanically assembled structure likely becomes
more cost-eective than the integrated structure.

Indeed, if

only deburring and shimming are minimized, the assembly cost
reduces by 15-30 %.

•

The importance of tooling costs and how it drives production
rate improvements that reduce the amount of time each part
spends within an expensive mould.

•

The importance of material costs also for lower annual production volumes in which investment costs are high. The high
importance of material cost throughout the annual production
volume range is due to the high raw material cost of structural
composites.

Consequently, it is vital that the composite ma-

terial systems are used in a resource-ecient, sustainable, way
where production scrap is minimized and eciently reclaimed
and re-used.

•

The high economic potential of recycled carbon bres and how
their recycling can feed a future circular, closed-loop, material
ow of composite materials.

Highly retained stiness coupled

with comparative low cost of pyrolysis recycling means that the
recycled material becomes a trade-o-material system, at half
the cost and only moderate bre stiness loss of virgin bres.
This also means that carbon bres could potentially be recycled
and reintroduced into structural applications two-three times,
depending on initial bre grade. Consequently, ecient use of
recycled carbon bre should not as today be limited to secondary applications, but also, be introduced in cost-sensitive
structural applications.

•

Stiness- and production cost-potential of representative platestiening designs and how sandwich design is both cost-andweight-ecient for a wide range of torsional stiness and low-tointermediate bending stiness levels. Accordingly, the research
motivates a further use of design using sandwich construction
not only to reduce weight but in fact also to reduce production
costs.
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Stiness- and production cost-potential of low-cost composite
materials such as recycled CFRP, lignin-based CFRP and GFRP
as well as comparative hemp-reinforced bio-composites.

The

material systems all reduce production cost considerably, however, as the systems have lower stiness properties, they also increase the design weight. Therefore these material systems are
most appropriate for more cost-sensitive applications. In fact,
the material systems could provide a suitable starting point for
designs in need of weight reductions at lower cost than previously achieved by traditional CFRP.
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9 Recommendations for future
work
Research presented within this thesis has provided a solid foundation
for future work within cost-estimation for structural composite structures.

Retrieved cost data and established methodology will prove

valuable for any researcher, and indeed industry party, that need to
estimate challenging production costs. As presented cost estimation
research has been of a wider scope, improvements with regards to
detail level of involved processes can certainly be made. In addition,
proposed geometry complexity metrics can be improved and expanded
upon. Apart from specic cost modelling improvements, further use of
it towards answering relevant questions or address up-coming trends
and topics is even more interesting. Interesting trends and topics can
be

•

In-depth investigations regarding use of new bre materials (Biobres, lignin-based carbon bres) as well as GFRP in structural
adaptions

•

Closed loop recycling of reinforcing bres

•

Sandwich construction in high-volume productions

•

Assisted assembly using clever rigs and positioning devices to
simplify and remove non-value adding assembly sub-processes

•

High volume production of composite parts using hot pressing
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